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Some classes of separable graphs are reconstructed from the collection of elementary 
cantractions. The results closely resemble those of the authors in the case of reconstruction 
from point-deleted subgraphs. 
Of the many variations of the Reconstruction Conjecture, the fohowing three 
are quite recent. 
“Any connected graph G wsth at least 5 (or 6 or 4) points can be uniquely 
reconstructed from all the elementary contractions (or elementary homomorph- 
isms or elementary partitions, respectively).” 
An elementary partition is an elementarjl contraction or an elementary 
homomorphism. These conjectures were propo.;e 1 and the validity of the corres- 
ponding conjectures for disconnected graphs. except for certain cases were 
established by Sampathkumar and Bhave [ 11. B ,have, Ku&u and Sampathkumar 
[2] have verified their validity for the case of tiees. Kundu [6] has reconstructed 
unicyclic graphs from elementary contractions. A counter-example to the recon- 
struction from elementary contractions is given by the pair K,.3 and P4. 
Henceforth we use the abbreviation e.c. for elementary contraction. In this 
paper we reconstruct from e.c.s a class of separable graphs which include those 
ose obtained by us [.5] in 
In this pper we consider only connected simp~ <Dhs with at least fi ints 
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Fig. 1. 
The olock or cutpoint of G corresponding to the unique central point of the 
block-cut~oint-tree of G (denoted by be(G)) is the ~~~~e~~fer o  G, denoted by 
C(G) or C. (The autoc~nter of the pruned graph is defined as the pruned center, 
by Creenwal! and Hemmin~er [3]). If v is a cutpoint of G, then a maximal 
connected s~l~~~apb with v a:. a noncutpoin~ is a prance at u, If X is a bloc 
a point of X, is a cutpoint of G then the union of all the branches at 2, except the 
one containing X is the bt~artch of G at X, rooted at u. Branches are always rooted 
and a branch isomorphic to B is called a B-brunch and its root a B-rcaot. 
The subgraph of G corresponding to a path of be(G) is cahed a bloctc-path in 
G. Let B be: a block and let X be a block or cutpoint. The ~~o~~-~~~fu~~e D(X, B) 
is the r~-~~ber of blocks in the block-path (X, B) including B and excluding X, if 
X is a block. We define DjB, B) = 0. D(X, B) is k if the distance between the 
corresponding points of be(G) is 2k (when X is a block) or 2k - 1 (when X is a 
cutpoin;). The block-senate of a block-path is the number of blocks in it. The 
block-length of a branch at X is max D(X, B) where I3 is any block in that 
branch. 
A branch at C with maxinum block-length, say br(G). is a radial bra& and 
l-n-(G) is called the block-radius of C. A block-path of maximum block- 
~~~~~et~~~ ~ o~k~~fft~ and its block-length bd(Gf (= 2 br(G) or 2 br(G) 
block -di~w~e~e~ of G. 
By a branch we always mean a branch at C(G) unless ~t~e~w~se specified. 
By ‘the chance is a path wc al%~ays mean a b~~n~~ rooted at art endpoint of tkiL 
path. Let B(G) be the collection of blocks of G and it(G) be the number of 
blocks in G. 
ke: G(u, V) denote the ec. of G obtained by contracting the line 
Ler EC := (G(u, u) 1 (u, u) E E(G)) be the family of e.c,s of G, multiplicities being 
taken into account. 
First we prove a few lemmas. 
at least thee points and u E V(G). 
e smallest block with a point u where 
at most one G f u. 0, ) is a bloc%. Let 4 3( 84, t’ ) be a separabie graph with k (k 3 2) 
en G is the ~n~0~ of k bfO&s, say IS,, BZ, . . . , Bk where R, n Bj (8’ # j) 
(u, t’). Since IVCB,)I<IV(CII, each B, has a Vi (#II) such that B(u, UiJ is 
t each G(u, q,) is also a block, 4 contradiction which establishes the 
Since at most one e.c. of a separable graph 
‘s a block or not. 
Henceforth /et C be a separable gruph. 
is ? ,a !:!ock, EC determines whether G 
. The collectim B(G) cap2 be determined from EC. 
Qf all the blocks occurring in all the e:.c.s let B be one with maximum 
r Of points. As this B could not have been obtained from a bigger block by 
contraction, B is an element of B(G). Let D, a block, be an e.c. of B. Consider an 
H in EC with minimum number (possibiy 7er0) of blocks isomorphic to B and 
with maximum number of blocks isomorphic to D. As in H One D must have 
been obtained by an e.c. of B, B(G) is obtained from B(H) by deleting one D 
and adding one B. tll 
8 3, The block-radius, the brick-dia~~~eter and the auto-centc;’ cm be 
determitzed from EC. 
f. Let H be a block-path which is not a tree and u and u be points of H such 
(W(U, u\i = n(H). If bd(H) is k, tlten bd(Mu, v)) is k - 1 or k according as u 
and u are both cutpoints of H or not. (Note that the block-&ame;er can increase 
by at most one; this occurs only when n(N(u, v)) > n(H).) Now by Lemma 1, 
there is at iitast one e.c. of H with block-diameter k. This observation leads to the 
following: .4ny G(u, u) = H with va(H) = n(G) and with maximum block- 
diameter, d~!term~~es br(G), bd(G) and whether C(G) is a cutpoin: oi a block. 
Let C be a bloc Ieast two non 2 brooks, then, of the s just 
considered above, my ber of paints in C’ gives 
C(G), as the contracts in a non-M2 block di~erent from 
rlG( 
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Now, the following collections can be recognised in EC. 
EC1 = {F-i = G(r4, u) 1 n(W) = n(G), c 
EC2 = (H = G(u, U) \ n(H) - n(G), brH) = br(G) and 
C(H) is an e-c. of C}, 
EC3 = {H = lG(u, U) 1 C(H) z C(G)}. 
* ‘Note that for any e.c. in LL cY nr EC3, br(H) = br( G). 
roof. We consider three cases according as \V(C)l is 2,3 or ;it least 
Case (i): 1 V(C)) ;:I 4. In this case, EC3 = @ iff G has exactly two banches and 
they are paths (rooted at endpoints- accordin;; to our notatior:;. So, let EC3 # 8. 
Since I\‘( 01~ 4, EC2 # W. G has a trivial brilnch K, (at C), iff there is an H in 
EC2 with a trivial branch (at C(H)). If such ar W exists, then any G(u, ‘1) in 
with maximum number of branches gives all the branches of G, since either at CL 
or u, G must have a trivial branch. 
Suppose all the branches are nontrivial. In this case, among the graphs in EC2, 
consider one with a branch having maximum number of points. This branch being 
the union of two branches of G, the othc:‘s in this e.c. are branches of G. 
Suppose there exists a known branch B and adjacent points U, u in B such that 
when B is replaced by B (u, U) in G, the autocenter and block-rad 
altered; that is C(G(u, u)) is the same as C(G) and br(G(u, ~1)) =br( 
G(u, u) is in EC3. 
Now consider all the graphs in EC3 with a B(u, u)-branch. Among these choose 
only those with a minimum number (possibly zero) of B-branches. Of these select 
one with d Imaximum number of B(u, j )-branches. In this graph clearly one 
B-branch must have been contracted intmo a B(u, u)-branch and hence all the 
branches of G can be determined. 
Our aim now is to find such a known branch B. It is easy to verifv that the 
following choices satisfy our requirements. 
If there is a known non-radial branch B, then any B(u, u) will serve our 
purpose. Supnose all the known1 branches cre radial. If one such branch B is not a 
path, it is possible to choose points u and u in B such that B(u, u) does not alter 
the block-radius of G. Suppose all the known branches are paths. If \V(C)\>4, 
then there are at least three known branches and in this case c oose any known 
branch. 
Suppose 1 VK’)I I= 4. If the union of the two unknown branches is a radial 
ijranch, choose anv known branch as B. Suppose both the unknown branches are 
ere, L(G{u, u)) is a cutpoint, exactly one radial branch is a pat 
br(Gj :‘4r both u and 2, are in one of these radial ranches. In sue’ 
G( u, US, the block L G) can be recognised (as the only non-& bloc 
fro is t es of G can be easily determin 
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be1 of e.c.s in EC2 is the same as the number 
s are radial, of all the radial branches in the graphs in 
number of points is a branch of G. Using this as B 
r branches can be determit,zd. 
ches are radial. Now both the graphs in EC2 :+re paths iff 
f G are paths and the other branch is trivial. In both the 
ranch is a path iff both the radial branches are paths 
branch ;s nontrivial, which is determined from any of these graphs. 
Hence, let at least one radial branch be different from a path. Here EC3 + 8 and 
the maximum number of branches in any graph in EC3 gives the number of 
branches in G. The third branch is trivial iff both the graphs in ~c2 are 
isomorphic :rnd they give the branches of G. If the third is nontrivial, an e-c. in 
C3 with rraximum number of points in its nonradial branch gives the nonradial 
branch of G. Using this as B. as before, the other branches are dctermi;lc,d. 
Case (iii); C = K2. Suppose there is an H in EC3 with both branches diserent 
from paths. Then both branches of G are different from paths and of all the 
branches ot’ graphs in EC3, one with maximum number of points is a branch of G 
and using this the other branch is determined. 
Suppose in a graph H of EC3, both the branches are paths. This is possible ifl 
G is a path except that one K2 is replaced by 2 Kj. By finding the distance of this 
K3 from :he endblocks, the branches of G are determined. 
If all the graphs in EC3 have exactly one branch as a path, then so is G or one 
branch of G is a path except for one K3 insteaa ot a KZ, and the other branch is 
similar t3 this or a path of length br( G) but for one ‘extra K:’ (see Fig. 2a and 
2b). 
If it is; known that one branch of G is a path. then choose an cc. If such that 
rt(H) = n(G)- 1, br(H) = br(G), C(H) is a cutpoint and a pokt of degree at least 




are in the branch which is a path, branches of G are the same as b~an~hes~ of 
C(H). So, now we have to ascertain whether a pat is a branch of G or not. 
The conditions n (6) = 2 br(G) + 1, exactly two blocks of G are KS’s and t be 
remaining are K,‘s girre all graphs similar to those in Figs, 2a and 
conditions M (G) = 2 br( G) + 2 and all but one K3 are K,‘s in C give graph 
to those in Figs. 2b, 2d and 2e. In the former case the block-distances of 
from the endblo~ks and also from each other are determined from EC a 
the branches determined (the details Ere omitted). In the latter case, a graph in 
which K3 intersects an end Kz comes under both the types given by Figs. 2d and 
2e. For definiteness let us include it in type 2d (of graphs given by Fig. 2d). Now 
graphs of type 2b and 26 are distinguished from those of type 2c, by the presence 
of an e.c. N with C(H) = K2, ‘br(N) = r (= br( G)) and having a K3 in a diametral 
block path. This )I also indicates whether the K, is an endblock or not in type 2b 
and 26. 
Fig. 3. 
Suppose this K3 is an end block of C. If r = 1, the graphs are as shown in Fig. 3, 
and they are distinguished from their ECs. So, let P 2 2. Consider an e.c. N such 
that B(H) - B(G) -{I&), C(H) is a cutpoint, H has just two en~~po~nts and 
exactly two branches, both of which are different from paths. If no such N exists 
then one branch of G is a path; otherwise both the branches are different from 
parhs and from an e.c. in which the K3 is contracted to a K2, the tza\nches of G 
are determined. 
Suppose K3 is not an end block of G. Consider an e.c. H with four endpoints 
(Note that C(H) is a cutpoint). Both the branches of G are different from path:; iff 
(a) both the branches of H are different from paths or (b) H has three 
and one is a K2, the second is a path and the third is deferent from a path. In case 
(a,, the branch with an ‘extra’ Kz is determined from any e.c. in EC1 and the 
other branch determined as usual. In case (b) in the N just 
replacing the ‘extra’ K1 in the branch which is not a path 
reconstructed. 
This completes the proof. Ir3 
has exactly 2 or 3 branches 
e e.c. in EC3 with only two branches. If G has three 
bEinCheS Kz and hence there is only one such e.c. in EC3. If G has 
only two branches, then at least two e.c.s in EE3 have exactly two branches. This 
determines wether the number of branches IS itwo or more. c3 
of. Case 1: G as at least 3 branches. 
First find a branch with maximum number ctf points from EC3. If this branch is 
not a path, using this rich, the other branches are determined as usual. 
~th~~ise, this is a radia nch and all the radial bra@ ches are paths. Now, in an 
e.c. where the c0ntr ‘on is in one of the radi:-tl branch, q, C(CJ) is located and the 
other branches are 
C’ase 2: G has only 2 br~in~hes. 
Determination of Nhether one branch is a path or not and construction of the 
branches in case no branch is a path is similar to those in the case when C is a K2 
and is hence omitted. 
SO, let G have exactly two branches ard let one of them be a path. In 
(C(H) 1 HE EC, n(H)= n(G)- l), the onz, ;ay D, with maximum number of 
points is a bldck containing C. If _D is also a K2, then considering an ez. say H, 
such that C(H) = Kz and the block distance cf C(H) to a block of H which is not 
a Kz, is minimum, we can reconstruct G; fD,r H is isomorphic to an e.c. of G 
obtained by contracting one K2 in the radial branch which is a path. If L) is not a 
Kz, consider an e c., say H, whose autocenter is D. In I-;: consider the bralnches of 
I> (if n(G) = 2, then one Kz is the only nont4viat branch at 13. So, let n(G)> 3). 
If there is only one branch wi-rich is a path &If maximum length, say &, then by 
replacing this path by P k+l we can reconstruct C. In the case where there are at 
least two branches of H which are paths 0” maximum length, we can find the 
branches of G at L?, by replaying one branch of D (in H) isomorphic to Pie by 
P k+l* a 
Note that if C is a cu?point and if all the branches are known, then G is 
reconstructed by identifying aIl the roots of the branches. 
e 92. 7 e 
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Co,nsider an e.>e. in EC3 wtiich has minimu 
zero’, isomorphic to B, one br :mch isom hit to B(u, U) and t 
same as those of G. By realizing the br h B (u, u) by B, G is r~c~~st~ucted. 
Ccse 2: Block length of B (\u, 2) 1 is n - I. If B is not a radial bra 
radial and there exist at IeasP three radial branches, *hen proceed as 
Suppose B is one of the only two radial branches. If one of the rad 
has at least m + 3 points ot* both radial branches have 
br(G) = m), then we can eesily see that one of the radial branches satisfies the 
condition for Case 1. So, let the number of points in the radial branches be m + 1 
and in; -i- 2 or both tn + 3 Now, consider the e.c.s with the auto~~nter as a 
cutpoint.. In all these e.c.t;; we car, easily find C and the branches at this 
From the e.c. in which one B - te appears instead of a B. G is reconstruc 
replacing the branch B( M. u) by IX 
Case 3: Block length cf B(u, 2)) is n + I. 
If n + I g m., then pro(zeed as in Case 1. Suppose n := rn. Let k be the maximum 
number of points in an?! branch of 6, except 13. If 1 V(B)1 3 k +2, then the 
condition for case 1 will be satisfied. So let IV(~)1 < k + 1. Consider an e.c. H, 
such that C(H) is a cr%tpoint, br(H) = br(G)+ I, and a block isomorphic to C 
containing the point C U-I) and all the branches of G except one B which is 
replaced by a B(u, U) arrd the branch B(u, u) is at the point C(W) of C. (Note that 
the choice for C(G) ir* is unique since 1 V(Sll =Z k + 7 )_ G is reconstructed by 
replacing this R( U, u) I)y EK U 
If C” is a ~~oc~~ and there exists a branch B of 6 such thal 
1 V(S)1 3 1 V(C)l, then ~3 is remmstructable from EC. 
This theorem a Id its proof zire similar to those in the case of the r~~onstr~~tiou 
from point deleted subgraphs, given in [S]. 
Suppose C is z cutpoint and only the branches nt D are known. Then we can 
prove results similar to Theorems 7 and 8 where C is replaced bq’ 
‘on of a tree from its h~)~eomo~hic 
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